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From Our Executive Director

The Innocence Project continues to have a significant impact on the individual lives of wrongfully convicted people and the larger public. Amid turbulent times that saw a global pandemic, racial tumult, and a change of leadership in the organization, we made incredible progress in freeing the innocent, restoring lives, and transforming the systems that perpetuate injustice. Hear more from our Executive Director Christina Swarn in this video.

“

We as an organization are walking the talk. We are acutely aware that we need to live the values that we actively pursue in our work.

Christina Swarns
Executive Director
Revealing Truth
With the support of our community of donors, activists, and co-counsel, the Innocence Project worked to free or exonerate 15 clients — a majority of whom were Black or Latinx — and advanced the scientific scrutiny of forensic evidence. We helped fuel a movement around conviction integrity that is compelling prosecutors to acknowledge evidence of innocence and vacate convictions. And we are holding law enforcement accountable: the exoneration of one Innocence Project client led to the disbarment of a Dallas County prosecutor, who repeatedly hid evidence of innocence.

369 years collectively served among clients released or exonerated between 2019 and 2021

6 clients exonerated or released between 2019 and 2021 whose cases involved a misapplication of science

5 DNA-based exonerations between 2019 and 2021
Exonerations

Christopher Tapp

Date exonerated: July 2019  
Number of years served: 22

Following his exoneration, Mr. Tapp successfully advocated for passage of an Idaho law to compensate people for the time they were wrongfully incarcerated.

Felipe Rodriguez

Date exonerated: December 2019  
Number of years served: 25

Mr. Rodriguez lives with his wife and his two children and works in the hospitality industry.

Gerry Thomas

Date exonerated: January 2020  
Number of years served: 29

Mr. Thomas is pursuing his talent for leather crafting and woodwork.

Rafael Ruiz

Date exonerated: January 2020  
Number of years served: 25

Mr. Ruiz has been connecting with old and new friends at the Innocence Project’s support group meetings for freed clients.
Paul Hildwin

**Date freed:** March 2020  
**Number of years served:** 34

Mr. Hildwin resides at The Sunny Center in Florida.


Sheila Denton

**Date freed:** April 2020  
**Number of years served:** 15

Ms. Denton lives in Georgia with her family and is getting to know her grandchildren.


Darrill Henry

**Date freed:** May 2020  
**Number of years served:** 15

Mr. Henry reunited with his two children and welcomed the birth of his first grandchild in 2020.


Robert DuBoise

**Date exonerated:** September 2020  
**Number of years served:** 35

When he’s not working, Mr. DuBoise spends time with his family and enjoys the “little things in life,” like watching the sunrise and sunset.
Jaythan Kendrick

Date exonerated: November 2020
Number of years served: 25

Mr. Kendrick relocated to Atlanta, where he got his own apartment and reunited with his cousin and family.

Termaine Hicks

Date exonerated: December 2020
Number of years served: 18

Mr. Hicks hopes to produce and direct plays — a passion he developed during his wrongful incarceration.

Rosa Jimenez

Date freed: January 2021
Number of years served: 17

Ms. Jimenez happily reunited with her son and celebrated her daughter’s wedding earlier this year.

“\nThe only feeling I can compare it to is when you go on an exhausting trip, and when you finally get home, you just feel like, ‘Oh, I’m home. This is where I belong.’

Rosa Jimenez
Eddie Lee Howard

Date exonerated: January 2021  
Number of years served: 26

Mr. Howard filed for state compensation for his wrongful conviction and hopes to be compensated in the near future.

Tyrone Holmes

Date freed: April 2021  
Number of years served: 33

Mr. Holmes is now living with his family in Illinois and working with the Innocence Project’s social work team to adjust to life post-release.

Jonathan Smith

Date freed: April 2021  
Number of years served: 20

Mr. Smith works at a landscaping business and is making up for lost time with his two sons.

Ron Jacobsen

Date exonerated: August 2021  
Number of years served: 30

Mr. Jacobsen has been spending time with his sister and recently bought a pickup truck.

“I have my life back, and words can’t do justice to my gratitude and appreciation to everyone at the Innocence Project.”  
Ron Jacobsen
Despite a pandemic-induced shutdown of state legislatures across the country, the Innocence Project, together with other innocence network organizations and key partners, spearheaded major legislative changes that will benefit millions of people in 21 states. Propelled by a groundswell of public support for laws that ensure accountability and redress for law enforcement misconduct, these laws prevent police and prosecutorial practices that disproportionately hurt communities of color and the poor.


32 policy wins in 2020 and 2021

50 states that now allow experts to testify about eyewitness identification (Nebraska was the last to do so)

9 police practice reforms in 2020 and 2021
32 reforms in 21 states

Revised police practices and strengthened police accountability
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Virginia, Washington

Implemented regulations on jailhouse informants
Maryland, Oklahoma, Minnesota, New Jersey

Improved discovery framework
New York, Oregon

Made process of proving innocence more accessible
Nebraska, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia

Strengthened or created compensation
Idaho, Maryland, Montana, Rhode Island

Strengthened forensics
Michigan

Abolished the death penalty
Virginia

Abolished qualified immunity
New Mexico
Reforms to address false confessions

The Innocence Project helped establish laws to prevent false confessions, including requiring law enforcement to record interrogations and banning the use of deception during police questioning of juveniles. The passage of these reforms in Illinois and Oregon would not have been possible without people like Center on Wrongful Convictions of Youth client Terrill Swift and Innocence Project client Huwe Burton, who successfully advocated for a ban on police deception in those states respectively.

Huwe Burton, who wrongfully spent 19 years in prison after being coerced into a false confession at the age of 16, testified in support of SB 418, which prohibits Oregon law enforcement officers from using deception while interrogating people under the age of 18. (Image: Sameer Abdel-Khalek/Innocence Project)

It’s time to restore real safety and real justice to our communities and end practices that perpetuate trauma and put the wrong people in prison.

Illinois Sen. Robert Peters

Fighting for Financial Justice

In March 2021, Idaho passed a law providing compensation for the wrongfully convicted — it was just one of many such laws for which the Innocence Project advocated that will help exonerees to rebuild their lives. The Idaho bill was rooted in the work of the Innocence Project, Idaho Innocence Project, exoneree Charles Fain, and exoneree Christopher Tapp (Mr. Tapp was represented by the Innocence Project, the Idaho Innocence Project, and local counsel John Thomas during his effort to overturn his wrongful conviction).
Protecting Against Unreliable Jailhouse Informant Testimony

James Kluppelberg spent 25 years in prison for a murder he did not commit as a result of unreliable jailhouse informant testimony. He, along with the Innocence Project and the Illinois Innocence Project, championed a 2019 Illinois bill that requires judges to look into the accuracy of any jailhouse informant testimony before trial.

Ensuring Accountability

In holding law enforcement and prosecutors accountable, the Innocence Project proudly joined a bipartisan coalition of organizations to back the New Mexico Civil Rights Act, a law that bans qualified immunity.

In April 2021, New Mexico Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham signed the New Mexico Civil Rights Act, which effectively bans qualified immunity across the entire state — including in its most populous county Bernalillo County. (Image: Shane McCoy/U.S. Marshals/Flickr)
The new law puts a price tag on police misconduct and creates a strong incentive for agencies to adopt and enforce policies that prevent abuses which can lead to wrongful convictions.

Laurie Roberts
State Policy Advocate at the Innocence Project, on the New Mexico Civil Rights Act

Proving Innocence

In the last two years, the Innocence Project helped remove barriers to revealing evidence of innocence and proving innocence in the courtroom. Organization-led reforms included increasing access to post-conviction DNA testing in New Hampshire and removing obstacles for those in Virginia who are trying to prove their innocence through non-DNA evidence.
The Innocence Project played a role in the development of standards for the practice of forensic science in areas such as fingerprinting. (Image: Cottonbro/Pexels)

Strengthening Forensic Practices
The Innocence Project reassessed standards for the use of science in criminal legal systems. We pushed judges, forensic experts, and prosecutors to interrogate supposedly scientific evidence for scientific reliability and validity. And we have advocated for further consideration of the justice and equity implications of new technologies.

Regulating Emerging Technologies

The Innocence Project helped pass a Maryland law that regulates the use of non-suspect DNA from public sources, like 23andMe, in criminal investigations. Through litigation, and consistent with the core scientific tenet of transparency, we also pushed for an independent evaluation of an unproven proprietary DNA mixture interpretation software program cited by prosecutors in a criminal case.
Guiding the Admissibility of Evidence

We successfully litigated cases in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania that reinterpreted existing frameworks to empower courts to not only appropriately scrutinize emerging technologies, but also reject previously accepted forensic techniques that lack sufficient scientific foundations. In West Virginia, we worked to allow people to seek relief from their convictions when science has evolved. And in Georgia, we joined advocates to challenge the state’s evidentiary rules, which privilege the rights of civil litigants over those of criminal defendants.

Challenging Unreliable Techniques

The Innocence Project continued its longstanding practice of challenging unsubstantiated science — including bite mark evidence, dental age estimation, tool mark evidence, and so-called findings of cadaver dogs — and educating the public on these discredited types of forensic evidence. We contributed to the development of standards for the practice of forensic science in key areas such as DNA analysis, fingerprinting, hair microscopy, canine scent tracking, and dental age estimation.
Paul Hildwin, who spent 34 years wrongfully incarcerated, takes pride in his community and home by taking care of the grounds of the property where he lives in Tampa, Fla. (Image: Casey Brooke Lawson/Innocence Project)
In the face of the global health crisis, newly freed clients faced unique challenges in rebuilding their lives. The Innocence Project continued relentless efforts to ensure compensation for the wrongfully convicted. In addition, our social work team — with generous Exoneree Fund donor support — worked to provide housing, transportation, basic necessities, medical services, connections to employment opportunities, and supportive counseling.

Termaine Hicks, who was exonerated in December 2020, in Philadelphia, discusses his life since regaining his freedom.

Since his exoneration in 2019, Felipe Rodriguez has spent time with his son Felipe Jr., who was just three years old when his father was wrongfully convicted. (Image: Courtesy of Felipe Rodriguez)

I can't get back the decades that I lost, but I'm going to try to rebuild my life with my family. It won't be easy. I am just so grateful that my voice was heard and the truth is out there.

Robert DuBoise
Exonerated in Tampa, Fla., following more than 35 years of wrongful incarceration
Exoneree Robert Jones, who was represented by Innocence Project New Orleans (and later by the Innocence Project in a civil rights lawsuit), with members of Hero The Band at the 2019 Innocence Network Conference in Atlanta. (Image: Jennifer Watkins/Lyra Photography)
Over the last two years, the Network Support Unit (NSU) convened network members to facilitate stronger connections and share skills, manage collective events and initiatives, and develop key partnerships to raise awareness of wrongful convictions.

Events held by network member organizations, family, exonerees, and board members on Wrongful Conviction Day in 2020 and 2021:

- 114

U.S.-based network member organizations received coaching on organizational and strategic development from the NSU in FY2021:

- 38

People on six continents who saw #WrongfulConvictionDay content in 2021:

- 57M

Backed by ongoing and generous support, the Innocence Project serves as the home base for the Network Support Unit, a group of organizational development professionals who work collaboratively with leaders within the Innocence Network to build capacity in the innocence movement. The Innocence Network is a coalition of independently funded innocence organizations working in all 50 states and in 12 countries outside of the U.S.

Innocence Project Co-founder Peter Neufeld (left) and exoneree Herman Atkins (center) at the 2019 Innocence Network Conference in Atlanta.

(Image: Jennifer Watkins/Lyra Photography)

Over the last two years, the Network Support Unit (NSU) convened network members to facilitate stronger connections and share skills, manage collective events and initiatives, and develop key partnerships to raise awareness of wrongful convictions.

Pictured from left to right: Bhavan Sodhi (Innocence Project’s director of intake and case evaluation), Keren Ablin-Hertz (of the Public Defender Office in Tel Aviv, Israel), James Lockyer (Innocence Canada co-founder), Meredith Kennedy (Innocence Project’s director of the Innocence Network), and Michael Crystal (law professor) at a 2019 panel on wrongful convictions at the University of Ottawa in Canada.
Supporters gather at a #FreePervisPayne rally in Memphis on Sept. 8, 2021. (Image: Laramie Renae/Innocence Project)

Building Momentum
The murder of George Floyd and the subsequent calls for a racial reckoning created new and urgent momentum for fairness and integrity in criminal legal systems. In the wake of those protests, we mounted multiple campaigns, led educational programs, and continued to call out the inherent racism and unfairness that have led to the disproportionate convictions of Black and brown people.

In January 2020, the Innocence Project, Liberated People, and Color of Change hosted “The Mockingbird Project: Reimagining Justice,” a discussion featuring Aaron Sorkin, Gbenga Akinnagbe, and Celia Keenan-Bolger. Soledad O’Brien, Rashad Robinson, exoneree Kevin Richardson, Public Advocate Jumaane Williams, Vincent Southerland, and Topeka K. Sam (all of whom are pictured here from left to right) also took part in the dialogue. (Image: Chanda Hall)

Pervis Payne, who has maintained his innocence for more than 30 years, speaks to his supporters in a recorded message.

Fighting for Pervis Payne and Rodney Reed

In the fight to free Pervis Payne and Rodney Reed from death row, the Innocence Project launched and supported large-scale campaigns to stop their executions. Petitions for both Mr. Payne and Mr. Reed collectively garnered nearly 1 million signatures, and rallies were held around the country in support of their release.

“Y’all have really caused me to feel hopeful. This is one of the first times in 33 years that I don't feel alone.”

Pervis Payne
Examining Wrongful Convictions

In 2020, Netflix released a nine-episode documentary series that detailed the leading causes of wrongful conviction and featured the cases of eight wrongfully convicted people. The series, titled *The Innocence Files*, explores the work of the Innocence Project, Pennsylvania Innocence Project, Northern California Innocence Project, and the WMU-Cooley Innocence Project at the Thomas M. Cooley School of Law, and documents the hurdles and injustice wrongfully convicted people face in their struggles to uncover the truth.

"We hope these stories motivate people to take action."

Peter Neufeld and Barry Scheck

Working Alongside Our Youth

Last year, the Innocence Project also launched Youth Against Wrongful Convictions, a movement powered by young people who are committed to advocating for reforms to the country’s legal systems and speaking out against injustice. Exonerated individuals have generously shared their experiences at high schools and universities, and worked alongside youth to contact lawmakers and publish op-eds about innocence issues.
Celebrating Donors
The Innocence Project plays a clear and critical role in promoting the concepts of integrity and fairness around which our country and democracy are built. It is the most American of institutions. Their work reminds us that no legal system — however well intentioned — is beyond examination and improvement. It is humbling to witness, and an honor to support, their tireless efforts.

**Americo Cascella**

Joined the Innocence Project’s community of supporters in 2007

The incredible victories shared in this report are the collective results of our work together — thank you for your commitment to our vision of a criminal legal system truly accountable to justice!

We are always eager to hear feedback from our supporters about your experience with us. Feel free to reach out to us anytime at development@innocenceproject.org.

Jonathan Smith, who spent more than 20 years wrongfully incarcerated, is greeted by his two sons in Easton, Md., on April 21, 2021. (Image: Eric Kayne for AP Images/Innocence Project)
As a Black citizen, I understand the real workings of the American judicial system. I was inspired to support the Innocence Project after viewing a documentary film, ‘The Central Park Five.’ After viewing it, I became painfully aware of the horrific consequences of an innocent person serving decades of time for a crime they did not commit.

Elizabeth Lyles
Joined the Innocence Project’s community of supporters in 2020
## Fiscal Year 2020: Donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>Anonymous (6), Ricky Arriola, Bama Works Fund of Dave Matthews Band, William and Debbie Becker, Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation, Carl and Rachel Berg, Bulova Stetson Fund, Americo Cascella, Epic Charitable, Davis, Polk &amp; Wardwell LLP, Echo Street Foundation, The Ford Foundation, Ina and Jeffrey Garten, John and Maryann Gilmartin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sylvia and Jeffrey Epstein
Jim and Luz Ernest
Elise Estrada
Raudline Etienne
Dave Evans
Joseph Fabisevich
Andrew Fairley
Halsch Famly
Elizabeth and Michael Fascitelli
Stephen Fein
Bradley Feld and M. Amy Batchelor
Ron Feldman
Phyllis Fern
Samuel Ferrell
Donald Field
Celeste Fine inspired by Brian Banks
Aaron Finegold
Jeffrey and Leslie Fischer
Gabrielle Fitzgerald
Jynwaye Foo
Mark & Kathryn Ford Family Foundation, Inc.
Cameron Ford
Stephen Forman
Nick Forst
Wayne Forte
Deanna and Shayle Fox in honor of Callen Griffin
Dennis Fox
Michael and Eileen Franch
Alex Frank
Anastasia Frank-Bruggemann
Allan and Lorraine Frankel
Elizabeth A. Friedland
Dianne Friedman
Robert Friedman and Anita Davidson
Friedman Family Foundation
Alex Friedman
Rebecca Frith
Abby Fromm
Kristine Frost
Patrick Frost
Ronsen Fujii
Assissi Fund
Linda Fuselier
William Futterman
Marianne Gabel
Gina Gabrielson
Khishigdelger Ganbold
Alexander Gann
Athena Garcia-Gunn
David Garrison
John Gates
Eugene Gatewood
David Gelfand and Ellen Daniell
Thierry Genoyer
Amanda Gentine in honor of Obadyah Ben-Yisrayl
Don Gentry
Neil and Elise Getz
Joel D. Gewirtz
Gary Giardina
Brett Anita Gilbert
Theodore Giovanis
R Barbara Gitenstein
Brady Glantz
Michelle Glass
Brian Glasser
Kevin Glassman
Dr. Peter and Aileen Godsick in honor of Jessica Roth
Catharine Goeke-Munch
Ann E. Goldberg
Whoopi Goldberg
Michael D. Golden
Sylvia Golden
Richard H. Goldman Memorial Foundation
Erinn Goldman
Hannah Goldman
Leonard Goldman in honor of Kimberly Nadal
Ronald Goldstock and Judith Friedman in honor of Jessica Roth
Peggy Goldwyn
Kumar and Uma Gondi
Marisa Gondrez
Jennifer Goodfellow
Rachel Goodgal
Brandon Goodman
Gerald Goodman
Josh Goodman
Michael Gorelick
Corinne and Rob Gosline
Ruth and Stephen Grant
Greater Milwaukee Foundation Martin Granddaughter Fund
Scott Green
Laura Greene and Michael Schwerin
Joan Greenland
Philip Harris and Judith Grossman
Barbara Grossman
Gad Gruenstein
Douglas and Helen Grundman
Ken and Geraldine Grunow
The Gryphon Senior Society of Yale University
Ralph and Marsha Guggenheim
John Rudolph and Kathy Gunst
Bruce and Michele Guthart
Hank and Karoly Gutman
Jeffrey Gutman and Stacy Brustin
Shelly Hairston-Jones and K A Hairston
Emily Hakes
Kyle Haldor
Amanda Hallowell in honor of Manhattan County School
Elizabeth Hansen
Laura Hansen
Stephanie Hanton
Richard and Christy Hargesheimer
Mary Harman
Geoffrey Harper
Paul Harrison
Brooke Harvey
Robert Hasday
Ann Hatfield
John Hauber
Meg Hayne inspired by Dick and Meg Hayne
Belinda Heard
Allan Heinberg
Christopher Heiser
Kimberlee Henderson
Jeffrey Herbers
Hermionie Foundation
Marcia Hershey
Elfi Hertel
Mel and Marie Hertzig
Benjamin Herzog
Tabitha Hickman
Friends of Dov Hikind
Will and Dorothy Hildebrandt
Stewart and Arlene Hill
Hingham High School Activists United Club
Aparna Hirve
Adam Hobbs inspired by Alex Stapleton
Mike Hogan
Michael Hollander
Michele Holley
Eva Hollis
Adam McCord Hopkins and Heather Marie Hopkins
Darryl Horowitt
Horwitz Family Fund
Karen Houghton
Thomas Howell
Daniel Hsiung
Leif Huckman
John and Janet Hudson
Rob Huebel
Lora Huff
Janice Hutchinson
Nick Hutchinson
Douglas Huxsol
Hycliff Foundation
Hyland Family Foundation
David Iannuzzi
Mayda Idone
Juliann R Illescas
International Humanitarian Basic Needs Fund
Ryan Irion
Thomas Isaacson and Anne Watson
Antonio Iusco
Prabha Iyer
Charles & Sese Jackson
Brian Jaffe and Kathleen Balazy
Jain Family Foundation
Malcolm James
Daniel Perlman and Jane Katims
Ashley Janes in honor of Kjirsten Fogelson
David and Ellen Japiske
Denise Jeffers
Chad Jessup
Xiaojiao Jiang
Skyy John
Andrea Johnson
Andrea Johnson
Carlen Johnson
Christopher Johnson
Sarah T. Johnson
Stacy Johnson
Nicole Jolliet
Olivier Jolliet
Christian and Kirra Jones
Olivia Jordan
Anna Josenhans
JSF
Krister Judd
Sameer Kale
Harold Kalishman
Susan Kannenberg
Walter Karas
Robert Kattouw
Jill G and Gary Katz
Mitchell Katz
David Kaufman in honor of University of Illinois-Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority-Mu Chapter
Rebecca Kaufman and Tevi Nathanson
Elizabeth and Dennis Keenan
Jocelyn Keiser
Timothy Kendall
Richard Ketchum inspired by Jimmy Levin
Leyla Khosbin
John Kikuichi
Taran Killam
Kimmins Terrier Foundation
Deborah and Dennis King
Andrea Kingsley inspired by Kevin Richardson
Erin Kinney
The Kirby Family Foundation
Susan and Leonard Klehr in honor of Jessica Roth
Bob Kleszics
Ann Knaak
Knobel-Piehl Charitable Account
Erich and Della Koenig
Miguel Koenig
Sylvia Kohn
Jeff Kolb
G. Oliver Koppell
Leonard Kovensky
Larry H. Krantz
Julie Kraut and Josh Heideman
Jerome and Dorothy Kretchmer
Nancy Kronheim
Kasia Kulenty
Jacob Kupferman
Laura Kurian
Daniel Kyler
Diana Kyrwood in honor of Jessica Roth
Julie Kyse
Edward Ladd
Blandine LaFerrere and Christopher March
Ward Lafleur
Laura Lakin
George Lambert
Rachel Landau inspired by Injustice everywhere
Anna Lane
Richard Lansing
Kevin Larrinaga
Miles Lasser
BJ Last
The Marilyn and Bob Laurie Foundation
Jennifer Lawless
Michael Feldberg and Ruth Lazarus
Jeffrey Le Bard
Raymond F. Leanza
Karen Lears
Timothy Leanza
Inez Lechmanski
Anna Lee
John Lee
Webber Lee and Linda Johnson
Steven D. Leffler
Burton and Brenda Lehman in honor of Jessica Roth
Brian Lehrer
Thomas A. Lehrer
Adin Lenchner
Dawn Lepore and Kenneth Bradley Gladden in honor of Elizabeth Gladden
Scott Leslie and Ariel Boorstin
Shira and James Levin
David Louis Levine
The Howard & Irene Levine Family Foundation
Matt Levine
Jesse Levinson
Maxine Levy
Tabitha and Michael Lewis Fund
Lichtenstein Foundation
William Montgomery
Margie Moore
Tamara Moore
Tim Moore
Frederic Morel
Mary Morgan
Paul and Stephanie Morris
Alan B. and Anne S. Morrison in honor of Maddy deLone
Martha Mortenson
Linda Moser
Frances and Michael Moskowitz
Diane Moss
Claudia Mostaghasi inspired by Andrea Reyes
Elizabeth Moushey
Moving Forward Together
Amaya Munoz
Judy Munzig
Zev Luria Murgai
Hannah and Sean Murphy
Mike Murphy
Laura Murphy
Nancy Murray
Jonas Nachsin
Lee Nadelman
Kate Nagle
Sari Nahmad inspired by Abby Feldman & so many beautiful people
Joseph Nahmias
William Napier
Naponelli Family Giving Fund in honor of Tina Naponelli
Anuradha Narayanan
Gautam Narula
Susan Nathan
Kathryn Neel and Adam Kluge
Denise Neiwender
Nelco Foundation
Adrian Nelson III
Kedrick Nettleton
Jim and Helen Neuberger
Sarah Newhall
Amy Klette Newman Foundation
Paige Newman
Erin Ney
Dana Nichomoff
Andrew Nilon
Paul Norder in honor of Steven Mark Chaney
The Nussbaum/Kuhn Foundation
Jennifer Obus
Robert Ochylski
John O’Connor
William O’Donnell
Nanako Oguri
Erisa Ojimba
Mary Olwin in honor of Kirsten Jackson & Evan Ross
Eric Christian Olsen inspired by Curtis Flowers
Lanna O’Malley
Michael O’Malley
Paola Orlandi inspired by George Floyd
Ellen Ray and Gary Ostroff
Susan Owen
Robert Owens
Anita Padgett
Sofia Padilla
Bryant Page
Cary Page
Paler Foundation
Edwin Palmer inspired by Clarissa S. Chan PA
Andrew Paradis
Jeffrey Parks
Martin and Stephanie Patfield
Rita Hayworth Patrick
Joey Patterson in honor of Liz Vandlik
Julie Paulson
Pavlech Family Charitable Fund
Christopher Pawlak
Eli Pearl
Melissa Peltz
Carol Pencke and Mary Laumer
Michael and Lynne Pendleton in honor of Forrest, Shannin, Judah, Cora, Asher, Malachi
John Penner
Jacob Perkins
Janet Pershing
Lauren Peterson
Marissa Peterson
Stefanie Petit
Angela Phillips
Zeidee Pineda
William and Joann Pinkerton
David and Wendy Pitts
Kenneth and Ratree Platt
Curtis and Amanda Polk
Marty and Amy Pollack
Janet and Scott Pollak
Michael Poppo
Gil Porat
Jason Potter inspired by Den
Rosa Powe
Andrea Powning in memory of Maynard Walker
Powning
Prasad Revocable Trust
Joel Press
Linda Proctor
Anderson Pugash
Lucian Pugliaresi
Betty Purcell
Michael Qin
Quakers of Orlando
Sheila Rabinowitch
Jennie Rabinowitz and Daniel Jamieson
Kevin Radecki
Luther and Deborah Ragin
Sarah Ransohoff
Shailesh Rao
Raphael Foundation, Inc.
Cyrus Read
Lauren and James Record
Matt Redmond
Kevin Reed
Andree and Benjamin Reeves in honor of Sue
Schmitz and Dan Siegelman
Luca Repola
Dianne Reynolds
Joe and Tamara Rice
Daniel Rich
Natasha Richeson
Lynn Richmond and John Griffin
Kelsea Richmond
Susan and Bill Rifkin
Nils Ringe
Marjorie Roberts
Judith Rocker
Enrique Rodriguez
Melissa Roeder inspired by DRI Members and the
PAC
Kathleen Rogers and Rick Teller
Robert Romano
Jerome and Katie Rose
Peter Rosen
Irene Rosenberg
Caitlin Ross
Stefanie and Myron Roth
David Rothstein and Marcia Osburne
Asalum Rowan
David and Carole Rowe
Gisele Roy
Tobi and Bobby Rowe
Greta Rubinow
Michael Ruiz
Elan Ruskin
Kimberly Rutledge
Ben Ryan
Robin Ryan
Colin Ryono
Jill Salberg
Sarah Saltzberg
David Samson
Kenneth Sandbank
Lisa Sandbank
Josh Sapan
Carlo and Susan Sarmiento
Amol Sarva
Edmund Sassoon in memory of Professor Lotte
Feinberg
Katie Saylor
Nancy and Christopher Sayre
Michael Schade
William Schaeffer inspired by Archie Williams
Barry Schaye
Kathleen Scherer
George M. Schisler, Jr.
Christopher Schneider
Adam and Christina Schoon
David Schuessler
Jonathan Schulman
Sarah Schuppisser
Victor Schuster and Sandra Masur
Carl Schwab
Peter W. Schweitzer
Mary Carol Sears
Richard Seelig
Michael Seibel
Rebecca Teed
Julius Tennon and Viola Davis
Mark Tepper
Scott Tepper inspired by Ignored Prayers
Elizabeth Thampy
Daniel and Gretchen Thibault
Mackenzie Thomas in honor of A Walk for Change
Mitchell Ludwig Thornton
Harris Tilevitz
Daniel Tilton
Carol Tolan
Suzanne Torgeson
Antonia Townsend
Anh Tran
Jeremy Travis and Susan Herman
Graeme Trayner
Chiaki Treynor
Timothy Trumpet, Jr.
Kelly Turner
Nicholas Turner
United Church of Christ
Lauren Uranker
JustLeadership USA
Swaminathan Vaithianathasamy
Blanche and Jack Valancy
Pamela Van Hine and Bryan MacPherson
Steve and Denise Vanderwoude
Ryan Vasta
Srikanth and Sri Vemuri
H. Brenda Veney
Ventress Family Foundation
Sam Vigersky
Christina Villegas-Larson
Sharonah Volkowitz
Matt Von Klemperer
Monali Vora
Vos Family Foundation
Glenna Wagenschein
Julien Wagner
Stephen Wagner
David Wah and Elizabeth Economy
Carmen Waissar
Suzyn Waldman
Susan S. and Kenneth Wallach Foundation in honor of Jessica Roth

Sally Waranch in honor of For All The Innocent people in prison
Pao-yi Warner
Rachel Lee Warren
Betty Anne Waters
Daniel Watson
Stacey and Jeffrey Weber
Andrew Weerts
Michael Weil
Laura Welch
Tara Werkhoven
Victoria Wertz
John Westerfield
Samuel Wexler
Barbara Saurer and Charles White
Suki White
Whitman Family Foundation
Jean Whitney
Willard Wigley
Jana Wilcke
The Mo and Cher Willems Foundation
Allen and Beth Williams
Jeff Williams
Robert Williams
Peter A. Wilson
Patrick Windham
Audrey Strauss and John R. Wing in honor of Maddy deLone
David Wingo
James and Nancy Wolf
Brian Wolfman and Shereen Arent
Carson Wollert
Wonder Foundation
Ivy Wong
Steven L Woodall
Quinn Woodhead
Daniel Woodland
George M. Woods, MD
Workers’ Defense Fund
Fr Ronald E Wozniak SJ
Jessica Wu
John Wyatt
Ken Yagoda
Ryan Yates
Erin Yoshida
Linda Young
Pat and Rose Young Foundation
Kelly Zabilka
Constance Zalk
Harvey Zar
Amit and Purvi Zavery
Marc J. Zeitlin
Steve Zieff and Elaine Leitner
Naomi and Michael Zigmond
Deborah and Ian Zimmerman
Frank and Faye Zimmerman
The Zip Foundation
Fiscal Year 2020: Corporate Donors

Aduro Inc
Anonymous (2)
1002 Foundation
Amazon
AMC Networks
Anastasia Beverly Hills
Anderson Foundation
Savor Beauty
Ares Management
Autodesk
Bad Robot
Bank of America
The Bell House
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
The Boeing Company
Black Bear Pictures, LLC.
Bluesky Marketing
Capital Group
Champion Charities
The Comedy Cellar
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Credit Suisse Americas Foundation
Dell Direct Giving Campaign
Elephante Beach House
Elgron, Inc.
Findaway World, LLC
Forst Foundation
Goldman Sachs & Co.
GoodRx Inc.
Google
Grobin Group
Haven Entertainment
Intelifund Financial Group
The Jerome & Kenneth Lipper Foundation
Kristin Ess Inc
lifespark
Mack Weldon
MBA Consulting Group
McKinsey & Co
Micro Merchant Systems, Inc.
Microsoft

Millennium Trust Company
Montefiore Medical Center
More Nutrition
The National Basketball Association
Netflix
Neu Brothers Holding, Inc.
NFL Ventures LP
Obviously Social LLC
Pfizer Foundation
Premier Truck Group in honor of Blake Maxfield
Riot Games, Inc.
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
Savills Inc.
Sculptor Capital Management
SD Investments & Management LLC
Shulman DeMeo Asset Management LLC
SIC Enterprise
Sneakersnstuff Inc.
Spark Capital
Spectrasonics
Spotify
Stay Club
stickK
Taylor & Taylor Associates Inc. in memory of Raymond Taylor
Teachable Inc.
The Town Hall Foundation, Inc.
Tradecraft Farms
TripAdvisor
Unabridged Software
Vault Bill Pay
Verve Label Group
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Wellington Shields & Co LLC
Wells Fargo
Wonderful Giving
Your Boyfriend, LLC
### Fiscal Year 2021: Donors

#### $2,000,000+
- Anonymous
- Jack Rudin Family Foundation

#### $1,000,000+
- Tillman Gerngross and Sylvia Richards
- Lakeshore Foundation

#### $500,000+
- Brad Garlinghouse
- The Scarlet Feather Fund
- Kaitlyn and Benjamin Zigrang

#### $250,000+
- Anonymous
- Vincent Meyer
- Burt Podbere and Donna Segal
- Schmidt Futures

#### $100,000+
- Anonymous (2)
- Anonymous in honor of Joan Watson
- The Altman Family Foundation, Inc
- Barry Brown
- Pia Oien Cohler and Matthew Cohler
- Thomas and Evon Cooper
- Sanjay Ghemawat
- John and Renee Grisham
- Peter and Beth Hammack
- Kaphan Foundation
- David Lowy
- Neukom Family Foundation
- PARC Foundation
- Harland Ranney
- Tow Foundation

#### $50,000 – $99,999
- Anonymous (8)
- Blavatnik Family Foundation
- Change of Tack
- Alan M. and Deborah Cohen
- Cultures Of Resistance Network
- The Dreitzer Foundation, Inc.
- Charles K. Edmondson, Jr. Foundation
- Reissa Foundation
- Edward Franks
- Charlotte and David Gudis
- The V/B Langley Trust in memory of Virgil H. Langley
- Loeb Family / Third Point Foundation
- J S & S Michaan Foundation
- Peter Morton
- Wendy Nacht and John Motulsky
- Deven Parekh
- Kathy Parsons
- Erika Steiner
- The Doris and Stanley Tananbaum Foundation
- Karen and Bret Taylor
- Stefan Thomas Charitable Fund
- United Way Worldwide
- Allison Volpe
- Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
- Andrew Weissmann
- Zegar Family Foundation

#### $25,000 – $49,999
- Anonymous (8)
- Anonymous in memory of MBH
- AJA Foundation
- Argus Fund
- Bama Works Fund of Dave Matthews Band
- Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation
- The Bright Funds Foundation
- Bulova Stetson Fund
- Caneel Family Foundation
- Americo Cascella
The Casey & Family Foundation
Neil R. Constable
Jon Croel
James and Susan Davis
Davis, Polk & Wardwell LLP
Dentons
Andrew Dsida
Joshua and Gillian Dubin
Karen and Gordon DuGan
Greg and Marie Dunford
Echo Street Foundation
Quinn Emanuel Foundation
Jason Flom
Samuel Freeman Charitable Trust
Dallas and Richard Garbee
Stuart Gelwarg and Karen Lipkind
John and Maryann Gilmartin
Suzanne Goldschmidt
Tony Goldwyn and Jane Musky
John and Kathryn Greenberg
Kathy Greenberg
Evan Harris
Howard and Wilma Kaye
KDK Charitable Fund of the Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
The Kovner Foundation
Tara Mary LaRose
Jim and Lisa Leggett
Rachel and James Levin
David Aron Levine and Ruth Miriam Levine
Gwen Libstag
George Loening
Steven Maass
Mike and Rhonda McCarthy
Mellen Foundation, Inc.
Justine Miner
Jeffrey and Marie Morton
Moskowitz Family Foundation
John Mulaney
National Quality Forum
Peter Neufeld and Adele Bernhard
Neufeld Scheck and Brustin, LLP
Charles and M. O. Pilgrim
Frank Quattrone and Denise Foderaro inspired by The Exonorees
John Restivo
Jeffrey Kenneth Roberts
Rockefeller Family Fund
Jessica Roth and Ben Lawske
Barry Scheck and Dorothy Rick
Scoob Trust Foundation
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP in honor of Lucy Fato/AIG
Squirrel Family Fund
The Barry and Mimi Sternlicht Foundation in honor of Dan Loeb
Annamarie Tendler
United Way of Greater St. Louis
Pamela Van Hine and Bryan MacPherson
Mr. Des Walsh
Victoria R. Ward
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

$10,000 – $24,999
Anonymous (25)
Anonymous in memory of Lucas Kaempfer
The Abraham Fuchsberg Family Foundation, Inc.
Akerman LLP
John Alair-Garcia
Vanessa Alonso inspired by Ally Lozano
Austin Community Foundation
The Natalie Bailey & Herbert J. Kirshner Foundation
Neil Barsky and Joan Davidson
The Barton Family Fund
K&F Baxter Family Foundation
Cristina Benavides
Ms. Georgette Bennett and Mr. Leonard Polonsky in honor of Alan Polonsky
Susan Bernstein
Geoff Bible
David & Eunice Bigelow Foundation, Inc.
Jay E. and Wendy B. Birnbaum
Sharon Bowyer
Van Boyd
Lisa Braverman in memory of Joe Braverman
Olive Bridge Fund
The Brightwater Fund
Samuel Britton in honor of Robert Altman
Nick Brustin and Linda Siegel
Cliff Burnstein and Sabra Turnbull
Jennifer Cameron
Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University
Carlton Fields
Champion Charities inspired by Denise Foderaro
The Judith L. Chiara Charitable Fund
Flavia and Enrico Corsalini in honor of Josh Dubin
Linda Csaplar
Lynn Davidian and Kent Cummings
Bianna Cupps
Edward and Freida Davis
Davis Family Legacy Fund
Aaron Day
The de Ramel Foundation and Guillaume de Ramel
The Suzanne Rae Whitney Decker Family Trust
John and Cynthia DiLiberti
Donovan Family Gift Fund
E. Manoucherian Foundation
Warren and Mitzi Eisenberg
Elliott Family Foundation
Rashid Johnson and Alex Ernst in honor of Josh Dubin
Ed and Paula Fearon
Peter and Patty Findlay
Peter Flom
Gary and Adrienne Flor
Wonder Foundation
Virginia Frazier
Frederick V. Davis Jr. Living Trust
Benjamin Freeman
Norton Rose Fullbright
Genesis Prize Foundation
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
Bradley L. Goldberg Family Foundation
The Samuel Goldberg & Sons Foundation
Steve Goldstein
Goodwin Procter LLP
Andrew Griesinger
Kim Haglund
Robert & Shirley Harris Family Foundation
Linda Hartig
Kelley Hartnett
Jack Himmelstein and Lauren Friedman
Holtzman Family Foundation
Paul Hood
Hull Family Foundation
Mr. Ron and Mrs. Debbie Jabalee in memory of Ron and Christine Jabalee
Bill Jacobs

Valerie Jarrett
JFL Fund
Murzy and Christine Jhabvala
Paul Jones in honor of Dottie and Dean Serure
Dana Jones
Rebecca Kalmus
Kaufman Family Foundation
The Kaufmann Foundation
Kay Family Foundation
Jeff Klein and John Goldwyn Jeff Klien
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP
Ken and Melody Kurson
The Lillian and Ira N. Langsam Foundation, Inc.
Michael Feldberg and Ruth Lazarus
Leaves of Grass Fund
Shinae Lee
John and Jean Lepore
Renee Levin
Ivy Beth Lewis
Eric Liaw
Abe Littenberg
Ruth and Fred Lynch in honor of Siobhan K Lynch
Usama and Hanaa Malik in honor of Carine Williams
John Marbach inspired by Satoshi Nakamoto
Eric Margolis
Helen & William Mazer Foundation
Vaughan McKee Family Trust
Carol Middlebrook
Millbank
Andrew Miller
Laurie and Nate Minc
The Leo Model Foundation
John O’Farrell and Gloria Principe
Linda Newton in honor of John Newton
Michael and Elin Nierenberg
The Ohrstrom Foundation
Rick and Christian Olson
Ned Palmer
The Panonica Foundation
Amit and Vicky Patel
David and Jill Patterson
Penates Foundation
The William Penn Foundation
Joseph and Amy Perella
Rolf Peters
James S. Peterson Foundation
$5,000 – $9,999

Anonymous (40)
Anonymous inspired by Caroline Cuny and Brad Simon
Anonymous in memory of Mayer Rossabi
Anonymous in memory George Whitmore Jr.
Acorn Foundation
Mahesh Aditya
Raanan Agus
The Kenneth Aidekman Family Foundation
Tricia Akinwande
Ryan Akkina
The Alfandre Family Foundation
The Herb Alpert Foundation
Kian Ameli
Cecilia and Sean Andersen
Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP
Nancy Askin
Steven and Jennifer Bailey
Anna and Dean Baker
Gemma Barlow
Tyler Bates
Charles Beeler
Julie Behrens
Martha Tomhave Blauvelt in memory of Andrew H. Blauvelt
Gordon and Julia Blewis
Jenner & Block LLP
Giselle Bonzi inspired by The WCP Foundation
Anthony and Nancy Bowe
Douglas and Samara Braunstein
Maggie and Don Buchwald in honor of Charlotte Haldeman Whitmore
Steven Burrall
Christina Callas
Canaday Family Charitable Trust
Cantacuzene Family Charitable Fund
Edlyn Chellappa-Smith
John Chin
Barbara Chur
Alexandra Cohen inspired by Rich Adams and Ksenia Artemyeva
Michael Cohl
Colony Cares Fund Household
Concannon Family Foundation
Crown Family Philanthropies - Arie and Ida Crown

The Porter Family Foundation
Prometheus Charitable Trust
Benjamin & Seema Pulier Charitable Foundation
Vered Rabia, Esq.
Rachel Levy
Raffiani Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Rankin
Steven Alan Reiss and Mary Mattingly
Vicki Ritschard
The River Foundation
Bradley Robinson
Benjamin and Donna Rosen
Mr. Lou Lavigne and Ms. Nancy Rothman
Aderonke Ruffins
Daniel Safer
The Salaam Redistribution Fund
Sheila Saltiel
Stephen and Patsy Schulte
Carol (Jackie) and Charles Schwartz in honor of Jim Hornstein
Jeff Seidel and Mary May
Sandi Siegel
Silver Mountain Foundation for the Arts
Tania Simoncelli
Michael Skurnik
Stephen Sokolove
Jerome L. Stern Family Foundation
Brendan and Lila Sullivan
Lee and Elena Tachman
Jack and Kristalina Taylor
Teach A Man To Fish Foundation
Stephen and Merly Tenberg
Jane and Roy Thomas
Mrs. Padideh Trojanow
Randy Lynn Turtle
Barry and Randi Weiss
Lloyd and Linda Wilky
Martin Wilson
Wink Family Giving Fund
Winston & Strawn LLP
George M. Woods, MD in honor of Nancy S. Woods
Jon Ying
Memorial
Lindsey Cummins
Santiago Dellepiane
Carrie Denning
Connor and Mikila Duke
Wayne W. Dyer Family Foundation
Alexandra and Benjamin Ducas
James Rusche and Patricia Epperly
Adam Ernst
Nina and Christopher Evison
Evolve Foundation
Filevine
Foster Family Giving Fund
Elizabeth A. Friedland
Teaumen & Grace Fuite Foundation
Michele Gage
Josh Gaita
Suzanne Genest
Amanda Gentine inspired by Obadyah Ben Yisrayl
Mary Lou Giesler
R Barbara Gitenstein in honor of Black Lives Matter Movement
Corinne and Daniel Goldman
The Goodcoin Foundation
Martin Gore
Matthew Gross
L. Jay Grossman
Norman and Laura Hamann
Melissa and Frank Hanenberger
David Heinemeier Hansson
Leslie Henshaw
Etta Holmes
Esther Honda
Josephine Lawrence Hopkins Foundation
James Houlihan
Intouch Group
Dylan Jacobs and Mikayla Wilson
David Jenkins
Katya Jestin
Jilli Joffe
Dr. Norma Johnson
Johnson & Wales University - Denver Campus
JPMC Foundation
Lance Jubel
Bob Kagan and Paula Sunshine
Eleanor Kagan
Reena Kapoor
The Karev Foundation, Inc.
The Katahdin Fund
Brad Keays
Bill Keland
Kevin Kelly
Lisa Kennedy
Donna Kenton inspired by Corinne Padavano
Jean and Walt Kitonis
Rudolf Laager
Steve Langdon
Catherine Lee
Tim Leighton in memory of James W Lundberg
Jacqueline Leimer
Gerald Lennard Foundation Inc.
Scott Leslie and Ariel Boorstin
Levy Family Charity Fund
Linde Family Foundation
Katherine Lindsay
Loeb & Loeb
Fergus N. MacDonald
Tungare Manohar Family Foundation
J. Stephen Martin
Marya Foundation
Benjamin Mathews
Matt and Laura McGregor
Darlene McTaggart
Edyth Meredith
Olivier B. Meslay
Middle Road Foundation
Cati Van Milders
Laura Dike and Vaughn Miller
Stephanie Moore
MTE Fund
Aden Murcutt
Steve Stockton and Cheryl Myers
Maurice and Nancy Nernberg
Soren Nickels
The Noonan Family Charitable Fund
The William F. And Doris W. Oliver Foundation
James Ooi and Amy Yin
Our Developing World
Breon Peace
Peay Family Fund
Kristi Pedler
Catesby Perrin and Jenny Tolan
Barbara and Andrei Perumal
Carlo Petrillo
Purobi Phillips
David and Nancy Poorvu
Dana Pope in memory of Hope Anderson
Prides Crossing Foundation
Michael and Gabrielle Rabinovitch
Maggie Reed
Stuart Rich
Lynne C. Rienner
Joan Robey in memory of Harriet Barbuto
The Robins Family Foundation
Neil and Marla Rock
Stephen Rogowsky and Valerie Salwen
Ropes & Gray LLP
Phyllis Rosen in memory of Leonard Rosen
Emma Russo
Takenori Sanami
Michael and Nancy Sargent
George M. Schisler, Jr.
Jason Schlabach and Kathryn O’Keefe
Timothy Schnapp
Milton Schubin
Carlton and Lucille Sedgeley
David Shapiro
Sheela Murthy
Katie Siler
Kathleen M. Sinnott
Rita Sislen
Harmon Skurnik
Joan Smalls
Patrick Smith
Jarom Smith
Mark and Pamela Smithers
Solli Ball Family Fund
Janie Starr
Stein Family Gift Fund
Susan Stewart
Luke Stirtz
The Sullivan & Cromwell Foundation
Mark Tepper
Christopher Thomas
Thomas Thornhill
Patrick and Jaime Townzen
Gail Triggs
Rexford Trudell
Elna Tsao in honor of Anthony Costa and Shanya Tsao
Hanze Tu
The Verrill Foundation
Vital Spark Foundation
Julia Vlock
Michael Wallace
Maxwell Wander
Andre Ward in honor of Josh Dubin
Ms. Beverly and Mr. Charles Washington
Chris Weber
Alan and Beatrice Weiler
Alan and Elaine Weiler
Tom Carden and Christi Weindorf
Stephanie Wheeler
James K. Williams III and Shirley Williams
Sydney Wisnosky
XYZ Fund
Brittanie Young

$2,500 – $4,999
Anonymous (54)
2492 Fund
Access2Insight inspired by Esther Niedert
AHS Foundation
David Altshuler
Dita Amory in honor of Serena Nickson
Give Bach
Steven Baker and Marisa Bauer
David H. Barkhuff
Christopher Bauer
Gail Bautista
Beane Family Foundation
“Smokey the Bear”
Robert and Mindy Becker Charitable Fund
Amy Bensinger
Kevin Berg
Bethlehem Foundation of New Mexico
Leon J. Bijou
David Boettger
Marc Boheim
Michael and Polly Brandmeyer
Bridgewood Fieldwater Foundation
Rachel Brooks inspired by Jimmy Smith
Shaun Huang and Paul Brown  
The Brownington Foundation  
Carol Brull  
Traci Bumpus  
Mariana Caceres in honor of Blue Heron Research Partners  
Angela Cali  
Capital Impact Foundation  
Richard and Lisa Cashin  
Jason Castro  
Claudia Cellini  
Daniel and Paula Chang  
The Chapin School Parents Association  
Circles for Change Fund  
Ted, Lara, Charlie & Sylvie Cohen  
Cathy Cohn  
Nicholas Cohn  
Cold Stream Foundation  
Porter and Lauren Collins  
Ruth Connery  
Roy Coppedge  
Craig Couch  
Wyeth Coulter  
Megan Coyle  
Mark and Cole Criswell  
Ellen Daniell  
Alan Daugherty  
Paige and Bram Dedrick  
Rebecca DeLamotte and Peter Bloom  
Delta Phi Epsilon  
Tom and Kit Dennis  
Booker and Elena DeVaughn  
Mary Dines  
Admin DodgeCox in honor of Brenda Balistreri  
Jane Driver  
The Dubin Family Foundation  
Franklin Dukes  
William and Lisa Eby Fund  
David Ellis  
Nabil Elsheshai  
The Erica Fund  
Nancy Feinberg  
James and Elizabeth Fentress  
Tadhg Ferry  
Joseph Fink  
Jeffrey and Leslie Fischer  
Jody Fleischer  
Kevin Fleming  
Luke Flemmer  
Jordan Foster  
Elizabeth and Thomas Fries  
Peter Frishauf and Katherine Rice  
Fte Family Foundation  
Marianne Gabel  
Alison Garback  
Timothy and Kimberly Gartland  
Ginger Gentile  
Steven and Rebecca Gerstung  
Stephen Gilbride  
Casey Goff  
Peter Goodson  
Ellen Gordon  
Jane Greene in honor of Vanessa Potkin  
Richard Gruen  
Douglas and Helen Grundman  
Ashley Haas  
Donald and Cindy Hacherl  
Haggerty Family  
Barry and Jane Haimes  
Danielle Hall  
Belinda Hanson  
John Hauber  
Grant Hemingway  
Joy Herring  
Mel and Marie Hertzig  
HHM Charitable Fund  
Eliana Hofer  
Timothy Horton  
The HS2 Solutions Charitable Fund  
Janice Hutchinson  
Nathan Huttner  
Hycliff Foundation  
Cynthia Miller-Idriss  
Benjamin Iguchi  
Paul Innella  
Matthew Jaime  
The Jasco Giving Hope Foundation Fund  
Esteban Jefferson in memory of John Lewis  
Edward Jones  
Harold Kalishman  
Amina Khasim inspired by Individual Employee Donation (iSpot.tv)
Brenda King inspired by Pervis Payne
Steve Kline
Thomas and Jessica Kramer
Ben Krongard
J & S Laidig Family Foundation
Lander Family Charitable Foundation
Richard Lanning and Kathleen Earley
Karen Lears
Audie Lenkov
Ernest Levine in honor of Olivia Gork
Reginald F. Lewis Foundation
Brandon Lopez
John Ludwig
Janet MacDonell
Ryan MacDougall
The Honorable and Mrs. Earle I. Mack
Sanjay Madan
Kathryn Malan
AnnMarie Marinello
Marino-Higley Charitable Fund
Amy Markezich in memory of Cole Bonvallet
Mary Herms and Ryan Marshall
Kirk Martin
Michael Mason
Naketha Mattocks
Jade McClendon inspired by Studio BB Designs
Molly McDonald
Sandra McGee
PM Marvin and Joanne McIntyre Family Foundation
Daniel Meister
Elaine Merians
Britt Mikkelson
Amaud Mitchell
Donna Mongiardo
Tim Moore
Hugh and Alice Morgan
S and P Morris Gift Fund
Mary Murphy in memory of Jim Dwyer
Courtney Murphy
Mitch Musgrove
Raquel Nash
National Christian Foundation Heartland
Gregory Newell
Amy Klette Newman Foundation
David and Barbara Noonan
John O’Connor

Mr. and Mrs. Michael O’Hara
Monica Oliver inspired by Black Lives
Neal O’Mara
Robert Owens
David Parrent
Ashley Patterson inspired by Blair Hodson
Chris Patton
Deborah Patton
James Peck and Janis Weiss Peck
The Perper Family Foundation in honor of Lindsay Perper
Petraitis Hatfield Fund
Joseph and Kelly Pledger
Dominique Pollara and Kurt Rosen
Jesse Powell
Robert Fleisher and Darsha Primich
Rachel Ramaswamy
Jensen Rasmussen Foundation
The Raynie Foundation
Barry Reed
Carol Riley
The Philip W. and Jean Riskin Charitable Foundation
Emily Robinson
Jerome and Katie Rose
Alex Rosenbaum
Sharbani Roy
Morris and Dorothy Rubinoff Foundation in memory of Dr. Morris, Dorothy and Elayne Rubinoff
Andra Rush
Saint Andrews Presbyterian Church
Loretta Salzano
Tabitha Samuel
Elie Schoppig
Bela Schwartz and June Zimmerman
The Stephen and Zorinne Schwartz Family Fund of the Bingham, Osborn & Scarborough Foundation (BOSF)
Scudder Family Foundation
Denise Shepherd
Michele Shuster
Glen and Amy Siegel
Kenneth Sigel
James Silverman
Charles Silverstein
Katharine Smith
Jim & Leah Sohr Family Foundation
Sharman Southall
Howard Spector
David and Stephanie Spina
Vince Staggs
Summerday Donor Advised Fund
Stephen Tam
Jack Taylor
David Tejtel
James Thomas
Ward Thomas
Shab Thompson
Matthew Thompson
Jonathan Tower
Tri Delta
Nancy Tuma
Julia Underwood
United Way Of Greater St. Louis Inc
Uricchio, Howe, Krell, Jacobson, Toporek & Keith PA
USC Kappa Kappa Gamma Household
Lisa Vagge
The Lynn Warshow Charitable Fund
Justin Wheeler
Brian Wolfman and Shereen Arent
Constance Zalk

$1,000 – $2,499
Anonymous (249)
Anonymous inspired by Cityblock
Anonymous in memory of Jim Dwyer
Anonymous in honor of Henry Goldsmith
Anonymous in honor of Kristina
Anonymous in honor of Vivien Ressler
Anonymous inspired by the people who have been freed and to the people who will be freed.
Anonymous inspired by Theresa Newman
Brad Abraham
The Abrash Family Charitable Fund
Westfield State University Campus Activities Board
Ob Adaranijo
Joy Addiego
Funmi Adejobi in memory of Brandon Bernard
Abiola Adelaja
David and Rachel Adler
Cristina Adragna
Shantanu Agrawal
David S Ahn MD
Edward Akucewich

Dr. Thomas Alexander
Mary Elizabeth Alexander
Andrea Allen inspired by Leonard Allen
Dennis Allen
Emerson Allen
Stephen Alpart
Stephen Alpart in honor of Jack & Kristalina Taylor
Alpha Delta Pi Foundation, Inc
Joseph Alvarado and Margaret Sullivan in honor of Mr. Conor Ingari
Joseph and Elizabeth Amato
Eric Ambro
Mark Amsterdam in honor of LJ Amsterdam
Eric Anderholm
James Anderson
Jason Anderson
Jennifer Anderson
Katherine and Edwin Anderson
Kay Anderson
David Andrews
Scott Annan
Nilgun Antmen
Sheldon and Carol Appel Family Foundation in honor of Luke Appel
Appel Family Charitable Fund
Hilary Appelman
Yanichka Ariunbold
Arlen Family Charitable Fund
Marc De Swaan Arons
Catherine Atkins
Jim & Susan Audette
Dani Austin
Melissa Azzi
Kimberly Shockley-Babb
Gregg Bach
Adrian Back
Karen Backus and Alan Goldberg
Rosalie Bacopoulos
Ji Sun Baek
K. Ronald Bailey
Richard Bailey and Ms. Cheryl Bailey Singapore
Ruth and Bill Bailey
The Gregory and Khanh Baker Family Foundation
George Balach
Ryan Baldwin
David Ball
Craig Balsam
Sam Banina
Philippe Fauconnier-Bank
Paris and Christopher Barclay
David Barillari
Laura Barnes Honorary Shane Hopkins
Summer Carter-Barnes
Samuel Barnhart
Joan and Leonard Baron
Sandra Baron and Gregory Diskant
Kay Kirkley Barrett
Barrette Family Fund
Anthony Barron
Patrick Barry
Robert Barry
C.B. and Marcia Bassity
Geoff Bates
Battelle
Michael Bowersfeld
Patricia P Baum
Theilheimer-Beard Fund
Mary Beaumont and Joel Gay
Rachael Beck
Sharon Beckman
Michael and Nancy Beebe
Everette Beers
Marianne Beers
Navid Behroozi
Steven Beldin
Stephen Bell
Steve Belmont
Robert and Ellen Belson
Arnold and Judith Bendich
Travis Benjamin
Caleb Bennett
Sarah Benson
Andrew Berdon in memory of Rosemary and Dr. Walter Berdon
Madelaine Berg
Matt Berger
Lauren Berggren
Ann Berman
Robert Stolzberg and Paula Berman
John Bernard
Andrew Berry
Hendrik Bessembinder
Anjulee Bhalla
Arun Bhalla
Russell Bierbaum
Judy Bierbaum
Michael Bigelow
Jason Biller inspired by DMV Ride Out
Robert Bish
Robert Blakney
BLBB Charitable in honor of John Lawton
Elizabeth Block in memory of Samuel W. Block, Sr.
Priscilla Blum in honor of Joan Bernhard
Maia Blume inspired by Aaron Blume
David Blythe
Michael Bocian
Karen Bodden
Dinah Bodkin
Bob and Linda Bodwell
Bohn and Family Charitable Fund
Rob Bolt
Emese Boone in honor of BLM
Geraldine Booth
Wade Bordick
Michael and Jennifer Borges
Marc Boroditsky
Diane Vande Bosche inspired by Michael C Wilson
Carrine Burns and Peter Bouman
Jean Bovet
Christopher Bowlby
Joseph Cottrell-Boyce
William Boyd inspired by Jaspreet Hira
Jonathan Brandt
Martin D. Branning
Jonathan Mooser and Sara Brannin-Mooser
Devon Branstetter
Lynne Braun
Melissa Braun
Julie E Brehens
Mark Brewer
John Brieger
James Bristow
James L. Brochin, Esq.
Greg and Gina Brockwell
Jamie Brodsky
Michael Bromwich
Jonathan Brooks in honor of Dreasjon Reed
Elizabeth Brooks
Peter Brooks
Jesse and Lauren Brouhard
Abigail Brown
Colin Brown
Ginger Brown
Justin Brown
Melinda Brown
Michael Brown and Nancy Campau
Nathan Brown
Spencer Brownstone
William and Cynthia Bryant
Randy Brzezinski
Jesse Buckingham
Alessia Bulgari
Janet Bull
Ellen Bunch
Richard and Donna Burger
Helen Keeler Burke Charitable Foundation
Covington & Burling, LLP
Susan Bush
Colleen Busher
Lisa Busumbru
Ann Buxbaum
William Cabeen
David Cain
Benjamin Caldwell
California Honeydrops
Riley Cammack
Joseph Campbell
Josh Canova
Hannah Maltry-Cantrell
Carly Carlson
Michael Carlson
Liz Carnes
Leah Carrido
Alicia Carriquiry inspired by Peter and Barry and the rest of the IP crew
The Carrol Family Trust
Kerey Carter
Steven and Nicole Carter
Fredoria Cartwright
Larry Caruana
Stephen Caserta
Al Cavalari
Nicholas Cavnar
Yajaira Cedeno

CGF Treasurer
Katharine and James Chace
Ashwin Chandra
Karl Channell
Herbert Chase
Adam Chase
Canny Chen in honor of Atomic Labs LLC
Justin Chen
Shirley Chen
Tina Cherian
Chester Family Giving Fund
Gerald Chichester Honorary Mathis J. Edwards
Sheher Chishti
Emily Chizever
Alicia Britt Chole
Prema Choudhury
Mary Chowdhury
Michael Choy
Jared Christen
Clarke & Barbara Christian
Christopher Church
Kristin Citino
Maureen and Bob Clark in memory of Jim Dwyer
Kathryn Clark
Mitch Claspy
Clausen Miller
Troy Clayton
Douglas Clifford
Cheryl Coffey
I.L. Cohen Foundation
Mardge Cohen and Gordon Schiff
Teri Cohen in honor of John Grisham
Robert Cohen
Peter Cohn inspired by Madeline DeLone
Jeremy Cole in honor of Sarah Burcham
Sara Cole
Susan Cole
Ray Coleman
Jenny Collier
Courtney Collins
Gail and Dan Collins in memory of Jim Dwyer
Gladis Morales-Collins
Sean Collins
Shaun and Pamela Collins
Sylvia Collins
Kristen Comeaux
Sarah Conde
Kathleen Condon
Chris Cook
Jane Cook
Marc Cook
Fortune Cookie
James Cooper
James and Christine Cooper
Paul Corliss
Nathan Cornwell
Carina Cortez
Robert J. Cottrol
Patricia Coughlan inspired by Daniel Walker Coughlan
Terrell Cox
Lorraine Coyle in memory of Kenneth Coyle
Paul Craig
Sandra Craig
William Crawley
Melissa Creighton
Andrew Criste
Nick Crossed
Heather Cruz
Rosa F Martânez Cruzado
Kevin Cullen
Emily Cunningham
F. Allan Curran in honor of Donna Kenton
Bruce Currier
Andrea Cutherell
Diane Cvetovich
Beverly Gee and Manu Dafarty
Robert Dahlen
Richard Dale
Denise D'Antonio
Michael Daugherty
The Eric and Amy Davidson Foundation
Allison Goetz Davis
Heidi Davis
Mike and Trish Davis
Rob Davis
MARIAM DAWOOD
John Day
The Dean Foundation, Inc.
Mary DeChant in honor of David Butler
Matthew and Elizabeth Deeb
Lauren DeGeorge in honor of Mom & Dad DeGeorge
Erica Deionno
Ercilia Delancer
Dension Family Foundation
Jesse DeRose
Salvatore Desiano
Steve DeWilde
Nicolas DiCiaccio and Marguerite Shepard-DiCiaccio
Heather Dickinson
Susan Diederich
Jordan Dienstag
Sekou Dilday
Ashley Dinan inspired by Becca Brown
Do Right Foundation
Amanda and Emmett Doerr
Colin Doescher
Jala Dollar Fund
Dominick, Rose & Joseph Ciampa Foundation Inc
Kristen Donnelly inspired by Chadwick Boseman
John and Colleen Donovan
Lani Doser
Diana Dotson
The Double E. Foundation
Ali Dowd
Kyle Dowd
Ciaran Doyle
Courtney Drenan
Margaret Drury
Tracy and Daniel Drury
Paige DuBay
Paul Dubbell
Robert Dubois
Shayla Duda
Ms. Christie Duffy
Sanford P. Dumain and Ms. Stacey Miller Dumain
Timothy Dumas
The Dunbar Foundation
Lia and Steve Dunne
Yadira Dupre in memory of Ricardo Antonio McGrath
The Durst Organization
Thomas Dybdahl
Richard Early
Vivien Earthman
Edc Charitable Fund
Danielle Eddleston
Khyre Edwards
Kirk Edwards
Laurie Effron and John Goodman
Brendan Eggleston
Vanessa Egure
David Eisen
Denise Eliot
Emily Segal and Andrew Ellis
Jesssica Elton
Dustin Emory
James Engel
Michael Lubin and Betty Engel
Greg Engert inspired by Black Is Beautiful
Robert English and Anna Zara
English Family Fund
Sylvia and Jeffrey Epstein
Yatu Espinosa
Elise Estrada
Lucie Evans
Jules and Meryl Evens
Terry and Mary Fairbanks
Andrew Fairley
Susan Farady
Courtney Farney
Elizabeth and Michael Fascitelli
Meghan Fatticci
Kevin Fattor
Thomas M. and Joan M. Feeley Charitable Trust
Lisa Feierman
Josh Feigenbaum
Stephen Fein
Ken Gottesman and Melissa Feinberg
Susan and Leonard Feinstein Foundation
Gabriel Feldman
Robert and Susan Feldman
Amanda Fenn
Robert Fenske in memory of Paul and Sandra Fenske
Mirabel Haskin Fernald
Edward and Josala Fetherolf
Linda Fialkoff
Donald Field in honor of Denise Foderaro
Lori and Mark Fife in memory of Charles Grodin
Phillip Fifer
Kevin Filter inspired by Nolan Filter
Julie Finnegan
Dave and Emily Fisher
Harry Fisher
Kelly Fisher
Vasanti Fithian
David Fitzgerald
William Hallowell and Lauren Flaherty
Steve Flam Honorary Beth Golison
Heather Fleming
Edward and Barbara Fleming
Robert and Denise Fletcher
Kenneth Ford
Mark & Kathryn Ford Family Foundation, Inc.
Sara Foresi
Martina Forman
Stephen Forman
Nick Forst
Wayne Forte
Gloria and Steven Foster
Deanna and Shayle Fox
Michael Frampton
Michael and Eileen Franch
Angela Frank
Anastasia Frank-Bruggemann
Allan and Lorraine Frankel
The Raymond Frankel Foundation
Sandra Freeman in honor of Cory Kojo Asare
Monica Frias
Robert Friedman and Anita Davidson
Sherry Frumkin in honor of All the exonerated past, present and future
Cynthia L. Frybarger
Jerry Fu
Paula Fujiwara in memory of Banard Kiyoshi Fujiwara
Glen Fuller
Miriam Fusco
Linda Fuselier
Ramana Gadde
Andrew Gaeddert
Colleen Gallagher
Joan Galvin
Bonnie Gamble
Alexander Gann
Jose Garcia
Liz Gardner
Whitney Garlinghouse
David Garrison
Julie Garvert
Giselle Garvey
Eugene Gatewood
Elizabeth H. Gay
Lisa Ganagrosa James Harrison
E.Z. Hart
Robert Hasday
Michael Hashe
Donovan Hatem LLP
Ann Hatfield
William and Susanne Hatzman
Chris and Linda Hauser
Nancy Hausman
Athena Hayes
Culver and Denise Hayes
Nicolle Haynes
Gary Hays
George Haywood
Toby Luster Hazen
Ms. Jo Ann Herbert
Hedberg Foundation
Allan Heinberg
Matt Heinz inspired by Winfield Salyards
Lawrence and Gay Hellman
Charles and Mary Helme III
Mark Hemenetz in honor of David Sullivan
Jeffrey Herbers
David Herman
Skip and Meg Herman
Christian Herr
Jeff Herr
Nicholas Herrera
Daniel Hershey
Elfi Hertel
Kenneth and Teri Hertz
Juliana Himmel
Steffan and Kimberly Ho
Sierra Hogan
Michael Hollander
Michael and Julie Holley
Rachel Holmes
Jason and Denise Honey
Cody Hore
Mark Horowitz
Horwitz Family Fund
Aaron Gaudlo and Laura Housley
Mr. Kimberly Howard
Mr. Derek Howe
Anna Hua
Elizabeth Huey

Katherine Hufnagel
Marcos Huisman
Caroline Hultberg
Jessica Hunsdon
Dameon Hunt
Latoya Hunt
Liberty Hunt
Charlie Hunter
Kevin Hurth
G. Thompson and Wende Hutton Fund
Ted Huynh
Hyland Family Foundation
Benjamin Hyman
The Catherine Berlot Fund
Thomas Hynes
David Iannuzzi
Bonnie Ingersoll
Walter Ingram
International Humanitarian Basic Needs Fund
Ira M Resnick Foundation, Inc.
Shane Isaacson
Thomas Isaacson and Anne Watson
Shaila Ittycheria
Zamichow Jabs Foundation
Kay Jacks
Justin Jacobs
Margaret Jacobson
Ralph and Janice James
David and Ellen Japiske
Nicole Jebson
Ms. Barbara L. Jennings
Marene Jennings
Kristi Jernigan
Alexa Jervis
Guillaume Jesel
Chad Jessup
Dr. Norma Johnson in memory of Allen Ross
Andrea Johnson
Ann Johnson
Christopher Johnson
Evan Johnson
Dr. Gary Ira Block and Dr. Justine Ann Johnson
Jeff Johnson
Judith Johnson
Myra Johnson
Nicole Jolliet
Cynthia M. Jones Charitable Fund
Joanna Jones
Matt Jones
Patrick Jones
Kenneth Jorgensen inspired by Annabel Jorgensen
Anna Josenhans
Mary Joyce
Joy-Shahriari Family Fund
Krister Judd
Joshua Juffe
Eli Juren
Avery Kadison
The DJ Kahlo Fund in honor of Jason Flom
Luca Kahn
Carole Kahrs
Sameer Kale
Ramesh Kalra
Anthony Kane in memory of Jeff Roberts
Cynthia Kane in honor of All who are wrongfully convicted
John and Suzanne Kannarr
Walt Karas
The Karo Family Trust
Neal Kassell
Steven Kasselman
Elizabeth and Dennis Keenan
Richard Keenan and Kathleen McNamara
Cullen Kehoe
Ryan Patrick Kelley
James Kelley
Kelley Giving Fund
Melinda Goodman Kemp
Timothy Kendall
Ann Kennedy
Jeff Kennedy
Andy Kerr
David Keysser
Harith Khawaja
Rosemary Killeen in honor of Tom Kohn
Lori Ada and Brett Kilty
Adam Kim
David Kim inspired by Lucy Lang
Esther Kim
Greg Kim
Minah Kim
Anthony Kimball
James and Nita Kincaid
Deborah and Dennis King
Tyler King
Jed Kirby inspired by Clemente “Shorty” Aguirre
Abigail Kirshner
Sara Kishner
Taylor Kissell
Michael Kitzan
Tiffany Klarin
Russell Klehn
Katherine Kluender
Ann Knaak
Karen Knab
Rachel Knight
Charlie and Kellie Knox
Melody Knudson
Christy Knutson
Susan Koch
Jeff Kolb
Kona Foundation Inc
Jackie Konopik in honor of Molly Konopik
G. Oliver Koppell
Robert Kornfeld inspired by Jane Bessin
Trinity Kosierowski
Erik Koslow
Earl Koteen
Irina Kotelnikova
Joseph Kovach
Leonard Kovensky
Jill Kowal
Abbi Kramas
Lisa Krannichfeld
Larry H. Krantz
MaLinda Krauss
Satish Krishnan
Carolyn Krivda
Mark Krivoruchka
Roberta Kroll in memory of Phyllis Michaelson Thomas
Nancy Kronheim
Sona Kumar in memory of Mohan Kumar
Moses Aboagye-Kumi
Ben Kung
Tony Kunkel
Jacob Kupferman
Kayla Kutter and Paul Tesarek
Daniel Kyler
Ted Ladd
Blandine Laferrere
Brenda Laizure
Juliana Lamb
George Lambert
Arthur and Eva Landy
Anna Lane
The Elaine and Robert Lang Foundation
John Lange
Maria Langworthy
Andy Lannert
Richard Lansing
Eric Larmann
Alessandra LaRocca in honor of Alessandra LaRocca
Tamara Larsen inspired by Marsha Williams
Sara Laskey
BJ Last
Laudato Si Charitable Fund
Zachary Laughton
Mary Lawlor
Jimmy Le
Jeffrey LeBard
Raymond F. Leanza
Jerry and Amy Lee
John Lee
Jusung Lee
Lawrence Lee
Susan Lee inspired by Allison Lee
Sam Lehr
Brian Lehrer
Thomas A. Lehrer
Robert Lems
The Thomas LeNoble Charitable Fund
Judith Lester
Elizabeth Leugers
Gabriella Leuthner
Tova Levin
David Louis Levine
Matt Levine
Rachel Levine
Jo Levinson
Charlotte Levitt
Julie Levy
Maxine Levy
Hunter Lew
Sybil Lewis
Tabitha and Michael Lewis Fund
Liberty Hill Foundation
Lichtenstein Foundation
Allison Ligon
Glenn Ligon
Diana Lin
Benjamin Lincoln
Marian Lindberg
Eric Linzmeyer
Paula and Barry Litt
Ellen Bishop Little
Danziger de Llano
Julie Lloyd
Peter J. and Courtney Lobert
Robert Murray and Mark Locke
Emma Lockwood
Hannah Loffman inspired by Challah Back Girls
Loftus Family Foundation
Gabrielle and Susan Loh
Erika and Cassandra Long
Adrian Longland
Jakr Louro
John Loyd
Rebecca Lubart
Lawrence Ludwig
Delen and Kristin Lundquist Fund
Jenna Lyndly
Keith and Janice MacDonald
Sean MacLeod inspired by Analia Reggio MacLeod
Jill Macy
Kian Maghsoudnia
Mallik Mahalingam
Edward Mahony
Kimberly Maine
Bill Hinz and Pauline Malazarte in honor of Pauline Malazarte
The Malkin Fund, Inc.
Richard Mallinson
Naju and Rowena Mancheril
John Manley
Hans Manning and Vilma Velez Manning
The Maplewood Foundation
Nathalie Marchino
Gregory Marcilhacy
David Mark
Brittany Marlow
Ralph and Evelyn Marrano Charitable Fund
Anne Marsden in honor of Erica Turner
Marion Martin
Gary and Monique Marton
John Marty
Leslie Masson
Jacob Matlick
CJ Mattison
Mia Maturen
Howard and Gloria Matusow
Todd and Susan Mayman
Terry McCaffrey
David McCalmont
Thomas McClendon
Wynn McCloskey
Beverley McClure
Jeff McConnell
Mark McCulloh and Ellise Mayor
Charles and Carol McCullough
Andrew McDermott
Justin McElroy
Meagan McFarland
Maureen McGehee
Mrs. Jacqueline McGill
Mr. Maurice LaBonne and Allison Mcguire
Ann McInroy
Daniel R Lee and Elizabeth L McIntyre
Jim McKenna
Kali McLenan
Jeff McMillan
Cathy McNamara
William McNeill in honor of Henry McCollum and Leon Brown
Chester McPherson
David Mechanic
Ruth Medak
Emiliano Medrano
K Mehta
Elizabeth Melchor
Farryn Melton
Sandra Menard and Christopher Provost
Josephine Merck
Mercy Housing
TJ Merritt
John Metz in honor of Anne Meininger
Love Meyer Family Foundation

Selah Meyer
Allyn and Richard Michaelson
Max Mickiewicz
Lisa DeBartolo and Don Miggs
Margaret Miller
Mark Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Sean A. Miller
Vincent Miller
Robert Mills and Judith Kleen
Paul M. Milz
Phillip Mindlin
Michael Mirski
Frederic Mock
JosÃ© AndrÃ©s Molina
William Montgomery
Antonio Moody
Clifford Moore
Curtis and April Moore
Margie Moore
Tamara Moore
Katherine Ruth Morris
Mary Morgan
Matthew Morales
Talia Morchower inspired by Kappa Delta-Alpha Rho
Frederic Morel
The Jen Morgan and Andrew Donnalley Charitable Fund
Tim Morgan inspired by John Morgan
Morningside Foundation, Inc.
Tosin Morohunfola
Mr. Calvin Morooney
Paul and Stephanie Morris
Alan B. and Anne S. Morrison
Michael Morse
Jeffrey and Marie Morton in memory of Robert Morton
St. Moses Church
Alison Mosler
Mountcastle Fund
Moving Forward Together
R Moyer
Brendan Mulligan inspired by Rohan Kumar
Anne Mund
Michael Murphy
Mike Murphy
John Murray
Lee Nadelman
Jay and Scott Nadelson  
Thomas Nagle and Leslie Haller  
Dr. and Mrs. Nair Charitable Fund  
Elsie Nallipogu  
Shay Nartker inspired by The Cincinnati Black Lives Matter Mural  
Kendall Nash Charitable Fund  
Susan Nathan  
E Janopaul-Naylor  
Lia Neal  
The Neinken Foundation  
Nelco Foundation  
Adrian Nelson III  
Jeff and Kathy Nelson  
Rebecca Nemcheck  
Jim and Helen Neuberger  
Jo Ann Neusner  
Larry Nevonen  
Erin Ney  
Anne Nguyen  
Patrick Nicholson inspired by Katie Nicholson  
Kurt and Sandy Nielsen  
The Nirvana2457 Fund in memory of Robert Klausner  
Ann and Daniel Nitzan  
Christine Noble  
Bonnie Nolan  
Paul Norder in honor of Paul Hildwin  
Daun Norman  
Thomas Norrie  
North American League of Legends Championship Series Players Association  
Northwest Dog Project  
The Nussbaum/Kuhn Foundation  
Jude Nwoko  
Christine O'Brien  
Susan Ochshorn Honorary Kisha Reid  
David Oddi  
Preye Okah  
Jane Okpala  
Jesus Oliva  
Jane and Tom Oliver  
Christopher Olofson  
Lena Olson  
Lyndon Oson  
Mary Olson  
Shannon Oreel  
Joy Organics  
Christine O'Rourke  
Allison Osler  
Jeffrey Osterman Susan Matula  
Lana Osuna  
Omooyele Oyesanya in honor of BLM  
Emily Pack  
Bryant Page  
David Palmer  
Fara and Joe Palumbo  
Claire Pappas  
The Narendra Parekh Fund  
David Park  
Elizabeth Ragland Park Fund  
Robby & Susan Partain  
Vishal Patel  
Rita Hayworth Patrick  
Christopher Pawlak  
Daniel Pawson and Andrea Saenz  
Bradley and Amy Peckinpaugh  
Michael Pellegrini  
Christopher Pence  
Carol Pencke and Mary Laumer  
Daniel Penn  
Joanna Percher  
Jacob Perkins  
David Perlman  
Mauree Jane and Mark Perry in honor of Mark Perry  
Mr. Martin L. Perschetz  
Janet Pershing  
Leif Peterson in honor of Eric & Elizabeth Peterson  
Dinh Pham  
Katt Pham  
Angela Phillips  
Jennifer Phillips  
Robert Picard  
Bertha Pilgrim in memory of Nicholas J.O. Liverpool  
Christopher Pillai in honor of All Innocent People  
William and Joann Pinkerton  
David and Wendy Pitts  
Kenneth and Ratree Platt  
Maury and Nancy Plumlee  
Lisa Podulka  
Mr. Robert Amis and Dr. Pamela Poland in memory of Greg Jerrell  
Curtis and Amanda Polk
Martin Pollack
Janet and Scott Pollak
Dale L. Ponikvar
John Pope
Jodie Porto
Barin Powell
Sterling Proffer
Rita Przygocki in honor of Michaela
Lucian Pugliarese
Betty Purcell
Michele Puryear inspired by Okorie Puryear
Wesley Puryear
Dan Quart
Brian Quezada
Karen Bronzo Rabb
Nathan Rabhan
Tess Rabin
Sheila Rabinowitz
Jennie Rabinowitz and Daniel Jamieson
Ananditha Raghunath
Matthew Raines
Isaac Ramirez
Kevin Ramirez
Katherine Ramos
Angela Rampton
Chris Randall
Sarah Ransohoff
Michael Rao
Raphael Foundation, Inc.
Fitzgerald Raphael
Janet Ravin
Madeline Rawicki
Gary M Ostroff and Ellen Ray
Jimette Raymond in honor of Aubrey
Cyrus Read
Patricia Reed
Andree and Benjamin Reeves
John Regina
Ryan Reynolds
Patrick Rice
Victoria Richards
Stu Richel
Lynn Richmond and John Griffin inspired by Maddy DeLone
Jared Riemer
Susan and Bill Rifkin
Nils Ringe
Susan Ringler
Tammie Ritchey
Kathleen H Rivers Family Fund
Rabiya Rizvi
Valerie Roach
Ruthie Roberts in honor of All who are wrongfully convicted
Marjorie Roberts
Doug and Krista Robinson
Lindsay Robinson
Sabrina and Leroy C Robinson
Sylvana Robinson
Brian Rochefort in honor of Raymond Tempest
Ricki Roer and Paul McIsaac in honor of Barry Scheck
Scot Rogers in honor of F5 Legal and Compliance
Kathleen Rogers and Rick Teller
Keriann & Raphael Roman
Anna Romano
Robert Romano
Cody Rose
Lewis and Jacqueline Rose
Danny Rosenberg
Rosenbluth Family Charitable Foundation
Caitlin Ross
David Rothstein and Marcia Osborne
David and Carole Rowe
Gisele Roy
George Ruan
Greta Rubinow
William Rucklidge and Mona Akerblom
Patrick Rudd and Scott Turner
Angela Rudduck
Todd Rufer
Aquibalon Ruquiya
Michal Russ
Ben Ryan
Paul Rydberg
Olivia Rys
Milo S
Jess Saalfield
Sadaka Family Charitable Fund
Yusef Salaam
Jill Salberg
Laura Sallade
Molly Sampson
Marc Sanchez
Kenneth Sandbank
Sue Sandeman in memory of T Sandeman-Charles
Sylvia Sanders
Mark Sanderson
Sandpiper Fund, Inc
Elissa Sangster
Sapp Family
Sarasohn Family Fund
Thomas Sarno
James and Elizabeth Sasser
Edmund Sassoon in honor of Dr. Feinberg
Nancy and Christopher Sayre
Robert Scarpaci
Matthew Schaar
Nicole Scherzinger
Henry Schleiff in memory of Charles Grodin
Ms. Kate and Mr. Arnold Schmeidler
Abraham Schmit
Karen and Mahlon Schneider in honor of Olga Akselrod
Joel Schneider
Karen Schneider Donation Fund
Ira Schreck
Stephen Heidi and Sinas Schroeder
Sarah Schuppisser
Carl Schwaber
Brandyn Schwalm
Mark C. Schwartz Fund
The Schwartz/Morris Foundation
Jerome Schwartzman
Jerome M. Schwartzman
Peter W. Schweitzer
Laura Lynn Greene & Michael Schwerin
Logan Goldie-Scot
Jonathan Scott
Melisa Seah
Ryan Searfoorce
Mary Carol Sears
Martin Segal
Bill and Kathy Seider
Bailey Seiner
John Sell
Selman/Ridgeley Family Trust
Philly Senot
Susan Separk
Jacqueline Serafin

Martino Serafini
Timothy Seward
Alexander Seymour
Scott Shaeffer inspired by Larry Shaeffer (Dad)
Anil Seetharam and Monica Shah
Mr. Shah
Seema Shams
Steve & Trish Shapiro Family Foundation
Jamiel Sharkey
Maureen Sheehan
The Wilson Sheehan Foundation
Larry Shelzi
Len Shendell
Timothy Shepard and Andra Georges
Kim Bray and Emma and Jackson Sherman
David Sherry
Anthony Shih
Bryan Shill
Stephanie Shim
Shlosaki-Kim Family Fund
Conrad Shock
Mrs. Marla Short in memory of Gary Hendrix
Arthur Siegel
W Dirk Sikkema
Michael Silber
Becky Silverstein
Mark Simon
Shana Simpson
Alka Singal
Todd Singleton
Peter Siroka
Joseph Siu
Shirley Skirvin
Walter Slack
Gregory and Amanda Slisz
Mario L. Small
Barbara Smith
Jen Smith
Leona Smith
Jerry Snidow
David Snyder
Richard Snyder
Ade Soetan
Roanne Sones
Richard and Carolyn Songey
Tanay Sood
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Ira and Ellen Sorkin
Suzanne Soule
Sounds For Change Inc.
Rose Soza War Soldier
Sara Spahr
Matthew Specter and Marjan Mashhadi
Carl Spector and Marilu Swett
Sam Spiegel Foundation
Lawrence and Zoray Spielvogel
Melanie Spies
Barbara Sproul in memory of Charles Grodin
David Stanard
Helena Stark
Alison Stearns
Brian Steinwurtzel
Stephan Huston
Frances Stern
Jane and Herb Stevens
Mark Stevens Mary Murphy
David Stewart
John and Sue Stillman
Bob and Jean Stoessel
Carl Stolle
Roger Strange
Audrey Strauss and John R. Wing
Gary Strum
Marsha Stewart
Daivd Suisman
John and Susan Sullivan
NL and EG Sullivan
Mr. Justin Sumner inspired by All of the hard work of
Alex Simpson and Mary Jo Meyer
Lisa Li-Hwa Sun
Sunny Side Fund
Joe Suszczynski
Eric Svee
Darien Swinton
Brian Szychowski
Konrad Szymanski
Terri Takton
Joline Tang
Anna Matilde Tanga
Chester Tapp
Roger Tapping
Robin Van Tassell
The Tattoni Nelson
Teri and Robert Taylor
Mr. H. Straat Tenney
The Rotund Stunned Outgunned Tesarek Fund
Grant and Laurel Teske
Natnael Tessema
Damian and Mary Testa
Aaron Thayer
ZBT Theta
Todd Thigpen
Linda Thill
Benjamin & Megan Thomas
Gregory Thompson
Thomas Thoms Non Endowed Donor Advised Fund
John and Carolyn Tipton
Andy Tischaefer
Levine Toilolo
Lynn Tokeshi
Carol Tolan
Mary and Simon Tonkin
Anna Tovkun
Pritzker Traubert Foundation
Chris and Emily Trentacosta
Laurence H. Tribe Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Sam Tripoli
Kenneth Trippe
Adam Troc
Trues Homes Foundation Inc
Alex Truman
Sara Turken
Geoff Turner
Ukogf Foundation
Justin Unger
Scott Utzinger Foundation
Lisa Vaccaro
Blanche and Jack Valancy
Gregg Vanderheiden
Nichole Velasquez in honor of Dewayne Brown
H. Brenda Veney
Jacob Vick
Victoria's Giving Fund
Victory Against Hunger
Sam Vigersky
Viking Global Foundation
Zander Lurie and Kristin Vogelsong
Mr. Georges-Andre Volait
John Vollmer
Jack and Terri Vonderloh
William Von Klemperer and Barbara Von Klemperer
Susan Wade
The Waitte Foundation
Henry and Waitz Charitable
John and Teresa Waldes
Amber Walker
Joshua Walker
Hayden Wallace
Madeline Walter
Debra Wang inspired by Jesse Wang
Melanie Wang
The Ward Family Fund
Michael Ward
Penny Warner inspired by Tasha Shelby
Rachel Lee Warren
Mr. Irwin H. Warren, Esq.
Bryce Washburn
Courtland Washburn
Mrs. Barbara Wasson
Betty Anne Waters in memory of Kenny Waters
Farrell Watkins Charitable Fund
Phyllis Panman-Watson
Amy Waugh
United Way Worldwide
Anne Wayne in honor of Cedar Hall GrandsX10
Matthew Thomas Wear in memory of Thomas
Darcy Webber
Stacey and Jeffrey Weber in honor of Stephen J. Schulte
Teresa Weber
Devon Webster in honor of Susan Grauer
Thomas Wedell
The Weichel Donor Advised Fund
Sandy Weinberg
Neal Weintraub
Bari Weiss in honor of Peter Boghossian
Weissman Family Charitable Foundation
Bradley G. Wertman
Victoria Wertz
John Westerfield
Charles White
Rebecca White
Jean Whitney
Brandon Whittington
Willard Wigley
Elijah Wigmore
Paul Wilcox
John and Marcia Wilkinson
Judith and Tom Willging
Deanna Williams
James K. Williams, Jr.
Jeff Williams
Robert Williams
Jeremy and Holly Wilson
Peter A. Wilson
Tom Wilson
The Atkins Wing Family
Christopher Winslow
Catherine Wise
Rob and Wendy Wishnowsky
Nancy and James Wolf
Megan Wolfram
Yvonne Woo
Daniel Woodland
Workers’ Defense Fund
Andwele Worrell
Willie Wright inspired by Columbia Law School Class of 2000
Melissa Wyers
Kexiang Xu
Ken Yagoda
Yalla Family Charitable Fund
John Yamartino
Lisa Yin
Justin Yoshimura
Youth Emergency Service, Inc.
Clement Yu
Mathew Zachariah
Doug Zacker
Damon Zappacosta
Harvey Zar
Robin Ryan and John Zech
Marc J. Zeitlin
Gerald Zeller
Zachary Zeitlin
Naomi and Michael Zigmond
The Zip Foundation
Roger and Leesa Zissu
Adam Zoltowski
Heather von Zuben
Anne Zucker in memory of Nathan Zucker
Fiscal Year 2021: Corporate Donors

| Anonymous (16) | The Boeing Company |
| 1002 Foundation | Boies Schiller Flexner LLP |
| 40 Worth Associates | Boltz & Krak Ltd |
| 8 Minute Solar Energy | The Boston Consulting Group |
| Aarete LLC | Boysnoize Records |
| Abbott | The Bright Funds Foundation |
| Ableton Inc. | Bristol-Myers Squibb, Company |
| Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. | Capital Group |
| Adams Street Partners, L.P. | Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation |
| adidas America | Cards Against Humanity |
| Adrea Holdings LP | CGF Treasurer |
| The Aerospace Corporation | Chatham Financial Foundation |
| AGNC Mortgage Management, LLC | Ciena |
| AIR DISBURSEMENT | Citibank Global Markets |
| Airbnb | Citrix |
| Alation HR | Civis Analytics |
| Alicia Neems Humbolt Wholesale Inc | CleanSweep Campaigns |
| Alliant Insurance Services, Inc | CommerceHub |
| Ally Financial Inc - Corporate Citizenship | Conrad N. Hilton Foundation |
| Almo Corporation | Consumer Cellular |
| Altria Group, Inc. | Conway Jarvis LLC |
| Amazon | Corcoran Group |
| AMC Networks | Craigslist Charitable Fund |
| American Family Insurance Dreams Foundation | Cross Lake Partners |
| American International Group, Inc. (AIG) | The David and Lucile Packard Foundation |
| American Municipal Power, Inc | Davis & Harman LLP |
| America’s Charities | Dell Direct Giving Campaign |
| The Amgen Foundation | Deloitte |
| Ardea Partners | Discovery, Inc. |
| Assured Guaranty | Dodge & Cox |
| Atlassian | Dodge & Cox |
| Autodesk | DoorDash |
| Bad Robot | Dr. Squatch |
| Bank of America | Ea Electronic Arts, Inc. |
| Battelle | Ed Tech |
| BCW US Vendors | Edward & Sons Trading Co., Inc |
| Bike New York, Inc | electric arts |
| Bill And Melinda Gates Foundation | Elgren, Inc |
| Biogen | Elyse Caxide |
| Blue Beacon | Elysian Brewing Company |
| Bluesky Marketing | Episciences, Inc. |
| BMI | Equal Justice Works |
Euler Hermes USA
Euromonitor International
EvolveMKD
Factset Research Systems Inc.
Fairfax Neonatal Associates
Forst Foundation
Forty Niners Football Company, LLC
Fox Rothschild
Freestone Capital Management
Game Manufacturers Association
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Google
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
Greater Washington Community Foundation
Grip Tape Productions Inc
Grove Collaborative
Gursey Schneider LLP
Hancock Natural Resource Group
HarbourVest
Hercules Capital
Hill Farmstead Brewery
Houston Strong Fitness LLC
ICF
ICG INC
Ignite Social Media
Illumina, Inc.
Intuit Foundation Donation
Jamestown Charitable Foundation
JANDINC
JK GROUP RIOT GA
Joey and Cucina Restaurant Group
John Hancock
Johnson & Johnson
Kannon DO
Katz Architecture
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Klion Springwater Coven Family Foundation
KPMG LLC
Lazard Ltd
Lexis Nexis
Life Elements Inc
lifespark
Lilly US
Linde
Linkedin
Live Oak Media Ventures, ULC
The Lukens Company
LUSA Holdings LLC
M.C. Dean Charitable Foundation
Macmillian Holding
Magnetar Capital Foundation
Marsh & McLennan Companies
McKinsey
Mcmorgan & Company
Medtronic Foundation
Merck Partnership For Giving
The Meredith Corporation Foundation
MFO - Management Company
Microsoft
Middlebury
MMS Payco
Moishe House
Momentive
MSG Entertainment Group, LLC
Multi Media
Nasdaq Employee Giving
National Development Council
The National Football League
Nelnet Foundation
Netflix
Netspend Corporation
New York Jets
New York Road Runners
Nichols & Pratt, LLP
NIKE
Normal Ice Cream
Ogilvy & Mather
Olseth Family Foundation
Omidyar Group
OPVHHJV LLC
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
Pappas Financial
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP
PEC United Charities
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer Foundation
Piper Sandler
PJT Partners
Prescription Songs
Pricewaterhouse Cooper
Pyer Moss
Rainbow Starlight
RallyUp.com Inc
Reliable Bonding Co., Inc
Rialto Management Group LLC
Richard H. Goldman Memorial Foundation
Riot Games, Inc
River's Edge Theater Co
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Roblox
Law offices of Joel B. Rudin, P.C.
S&P Global Foundation
S. Stratton BorgWarner, Inc.
Salesforce Foundation
Salesforce
Saturna Capital Corporation
Schulte Roth & Zabel, LLP
Schwartzapfel Lawyers P.C.
Sculptor Capital Management
Shulman DeMeo Asset Management LLC
Sony/Atv Publishing Llc
Spectrasonics
Spotify
SS&C Technologies
Standard Insurance Company
Steiner Building NYC
Stephan Huston
Stevenson-Cannon Family Fund
Stone Point Capital
Strava, Inc.
Stripe
Subaru
Sun Capital Partners Foundation
Sunday
Swish Beverages LLC
Synchrony Financial
Take Two
TaskRabbit for Good Fund
Thermodyne Engineering, Inc.
TIAA Serves
Tides Foundation
Tim and Eric, Inc.
TPG
TransUnion
Tri Delta, Theta, and Kappa
Twitter
Unabridged Software

Union Beverage Packers, LLC
Union Pacific
United Talent Agency Inc
United Way Worldwide
Universal Music Group
URBN US Retail LLC
Vanguard
Varde Partners
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
VISA
The Wallace Foundation
Walmart Foundation
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Weil, Gotshal & Manges, LLP
Wells Fargo
William H. Sadlier, Inc.
William Morris Endeavor Entertainment
Williams College
Wingate Management Company, LLC
Wolf Greenfield & Sacks, P.C.
Working Assets/Credo Donations
WPP USA
WWAKE
YOOX NET-A-PORTER GROUP
Yourcause, LLC
ZDNO Financial Group
A Legacy for Freedom and Justice

Anonymous (25)
Ade Ademola
Alan R. Aho*
Bruce Allen
Louie Bava
Randy Bennett
Eckhard Bernardy*
Gayle Binion
Patricia Bischof
Steven Blattstein
Beverly Boggs
Greg Brown
Leanne Bucci
David Earl Bush*
Jack Carpenter*
Georgina Castro*
Judi Cheng
Charles Coates*
Brett E. Coleman
Bobbi Coletta
Steve Cummings
Diane Cvetovich
Roxana Hart Daily
Helen and O.D. Daniel
Owen Daniel*
Susan Diederich
Robert Easton*
Tillie Fleischer*
James E. Fleming*
Dora L. Foster*
N. Gaines
John Gallagher*
Joanne Johnston Gans*
Cynthia Gibson
Henrietta Rivas
Suzanne Goldschmidt
Diane Goodstein
Mrs. Darlene Dawn Gray
Frans P. Guepin*
Phillip Harris

Kathleen Harrison
Alwood E. Harvey, Jr.*
Alan Hash
Chandra Hauptman
Ms. Jo Ann Herbert
Barbara M. Hicks
Ruth Holland
Monica Hunt*
Nash Hyon
Rochelle Izen
Shirley Kahn*
Chet Kaufman
Soozin Kaufman
Earl Kendall*
Alan Klass and Cheryl Klaas
Barbara Klotz
Rose L. and Morris Kraft*
Douglas A. Kraner*
Ahman Kumar
Emily Kunreuther*
Laura Lakin
Peggy Lamb
Nancy Beth Light
Steve Loser
Co Gendron and Frank Lovell
Jaime Luis Loyola*
Tom and Kathy Macdonald
Carolyn S. Maclean*
Moorea Maguire
Ann Mandelbaum
Thomas O. Martindale*
Kenya Lucas-Matos
Jeff Merrifield
Gerard F. Miller*
John Miller
Eleanore Moore*
William Howie Muir, II*
Frances Nauss*
Paul Normart*
Deborah Jeane Palfrey*
Sherwood I. Parker*
Frances Parrill*
Shelley and Bruce Patton
Carol Payne
Howard F. Prass*
Luther and Deborah Ragin
Harland Ranney
Melissa Ratliff
Teddi Richman*
Lynne C. Rienner
Nancy Davis and Robert Robinson
John Rohling
Judith W. Rosenthal*
Françoise Rothman*
Lionel Ruberg
Larry Ruhl
Dorette Bascho Sabersky*
Angela Sarno
Susan Schindler
Alvin L. Silver
Rita Sislen
American Sun Yat-Sen Sparticus CRT
Mr. Michael Steele
Toby Stein
Jayne H. Sword*
Edith Tausner*
Inez Templeton
The Tuma Family Trust
David and Julie Ungaro
Jane Villon*
James and Tena Vogt
Constance Ware
Catherine Louise Whitman*
Gareth Williams
Ken Yagoda
Marjorie Yasueda
Constance Zalk

*Denotes that donor is deceased
Financial Information
Statement of Activities
(excluding pro bono activities)

FY2021

## Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>23,803,090</td>
<td>56.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>8,182,226</td>
<td>19.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>6,090,483</td>
<td>14.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>1,080,682</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshiva</td>
<td>310,000</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>435,282</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>1,871,919</td>
<td>4.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Revenue**  
41,573,682  
100.00%

## Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>13,397,825</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>2,545,918</td>
<td>13.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>2,809,911</td>
<td>14.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expenditures**  
18,742,454  
100.00%
Statement of Activities
(excluding pro bono activities)

FY2020

Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>14,065,466</td>
<td>58.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>5,713,481</td>
<td>23.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporation</td>
<td>1,186,479</td>
<td>4.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>1,997,480</td>
<td>8.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshiva</td>
<td>310,000</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>521,103</td>
<td>2.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>435,811</td>
<td>1.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td>24,229,820</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>$</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>11,906,818</td>
<td>73.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>2,089,447</td>
<td>12.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>2,148,945</td>
<td>13.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenditures</strong></td>
<td>16,145,210</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>